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Preprints are not new
Physics, math, quantitative science: 1.8 million papers on arXiv in 30 years
Biology: 100,000 papers from 138 countries on bioRxiv in 7 years
Health science: 14,000 papers from 123 countries on medRxiv in 18 months
2426 pandemic-related papers on bioRxiv, 6% of its 2020 total
8782 pandemic-related papers on medRxiv, 66% of its 2020 total

Why preprints?
“It’s just incredible how we need something like medRxiv at a time of a pandemic. We cannot wait six months for the
standard peer review process at a time when people have information that desperately needs to be shared. As long
as it comes with the appropriate disclaimers, which medRxiv does very well, I think we can learn from each other. We
don’t just learn from formal randomized controlled trials. We learn from data that’s shared in real-time with the
appropriate limitations understood, so medRxiv has been a great disruptor of our very clunky and slow system that
was never designed for a pandemic or health emergency. It was designed for peacetime, slow movement”.
Marty Makary, Johns Hopkins University,
Editor-in-Chief, MedPageToday

Each paper is screened by scientists, not to judge quality but to reduce risk
Is it pseudoscience or nonsense?
Is it a research paper?
Have conflicts of interest been stated?
Has ethics approval been given or waived?
Have clinical trials been registered?
Are patient data identifying?
Might it cause alarm about the safety of vaccines, drugs, common substances?
Does it promote conspiracy theories?
Does it predict therapeutic efficacy based only on computer modeling?
Does it claim therapeutic benefit based on retrospective analysis of patient data?
Might it result in reduction of drug availability for patients who need it?
bioRxiv declines 5-10% of submissions

medRxiv declines 20-40% of submissions

Many bioRxiv and medRxiv preprints are important

Some are flawed

23 pandemic-related preprints have been withdrawn by authors
24 pandemic-related papers have been retracted by journals

Not all “preprints” are responsibly screened and curated
April 10, 2020

•
•
•
•

Screened before posting
Authors withdrew paper after criticism
Authors resubmitted improved versions
Paper has now been published

September 14, 2020

•
•
•
•

Not screened before posting
Major media reports and interviews
Fierce criticism but no onsite commenting
Paper remains unmodified and unpublished

In the context of an infodemic, how should preprints be read?
They give free and open access to new results, months or years before journal publication
But they are preprints

“This is how science actually works. It’s less the parade of decisive blockbuster discoveries that the press often portrays,
and more a slow, erratic stumble toward ever less uncertainty.” Ed Yong, The Atlantic, April 29, 2020
That stumble is more public than ever, so papers should be read cautiously and skeptically
Consider the source: not all preprint platforms work the same way
Read multiple, independent assessments of any paper, including twitter, commentary, and peer review

Grateful thanks to the founders, staff, and funders of bioRxiv and medRxiv

